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Abstract
Articulatory-to-acoustic (A2A) synthesis refers to the genera-
tion of audible speech from captured movement of the speech
articulators. This technique has numerous applications, such
as restoring oral communication to people who cannot longer
speak due to illness or injury. Most successful techniques
so far adopt a supervised learning framework, in which time-
synchronous articulatory-and-speech recordings are used to
train a supervised machine learning algorithm that can be used
later to map articulator movements to speech. This, however,
prevents the application of A2A techniques in cases where
parallel data is unavailable, e.g., a person has already lost
her/his voice and only articulatory data can be captured. In this
work, we propose a solution to this problem based on the the-
ory of multi-view learning. The proposed algorithm attempts
to find an optimal temporal alignment between pairs of non-
aligned articulatory-and-acoustic sequences with the same pho-
netic content by projecting them into a common latent space
where both views are maximally correlated and then applying
dynamic time warping. Several variants of this idea are dis-
cussed and explored. We show that the quality of speech gener-
ated in the non-aligned scenario is comparable to that obtained
in the parallel scenario.
Index Terms: multi-view learning, dynamic time warping,
canonical correlation analysis, silent speech interface, speech
restoration.

1. Introduction
A silent speech interface (SSI) is a type of assistive technol-
ogy aimed at restoring normal, vocal communication to speech-
impaired persons. It does so by decoding speech from biosig-
nals, different from the actual acoustic signal, generated by the
human body during speech production. These biosignals can
range from the neural activity in the speech and language areas
of the brain [1–3], electrical activity driving the face muscles
captured by surface electrodes (i.e., electromyography (EMG))
[4–6], or motion capture of the speech articulators by means of
imaging techniques [7] or electromagnetic articulography tech-
niques [8–11].

Because SSIs do not rely on the acoustic speech signal,
they offer a radically new form of restoring oral communica-
tion to people with speech impairments. Two alternative SSI
approaches have been proposed to decode speech from speech-
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related biosignals [12]: silent speech recognition, which in-
volves the use of automatic speech recognition (ASR) algo-
rithms to transform the biosignals into text, and direct speech
synthesis, which directly maps the biosignals into a set of
acoustic parameters amenable to speech synthesis. In this
work, we focus on the latter approach, which is also known as
articulatory-to-acoustic (A2A) synthesis in the literature when
the biosignals encode information about the movements of the
speech organs.

Most successful direct synthesis techniques so far adopt a
data-driven framework in which supervised machine learning
is used to model the mapping y = h(x) between source fea-
ture vectors x extracted from the biosignals and target feature
vectors y computed from the speech signals. To train this func-
tion, a dataset D = {(X1,Y1), . . . , (XM ,YM )} with pairs
of sequences of feature vectors (Xi,Yi) extracted from time-
synchronous recordings is used, where Xi ∈ Rdx×Ti and
Yi ∈ Rdy×Ti . The need for parallel recordings, however, lim-
its the application of direct synthesis techniques to only a few
clinical scenarios, as described in [12]. For instance, people
who have already lost their voices could not use this technology
because of the impossibility of recording parallel data.

A solution to this problem, which we explore in this work,
involves the use of speech recordings from voice donors (e.g.,
relatives or recordings of the patient’s own voice made before
the voice loss). Using these recordings, it would be possible
in principle to obtain the necessary parallel data by asking the
patient to mouth along the speech recordings while articula-
tory data is captured. Even in this case, it is likely that the
articulatory data will not be perfectly aligned with the speech
recordings, having both modalities slightly different duration,
thus preventing the direct application of standard supervised
machine learning techniques.

To address this issue, in this work we propose an algorithm
called multi-view temporal alignment by dependence maximi-
sation in the latent space (TRANSIENCE)1, which is based
on the theory of multi-view learning [13, 14]. TRANSIENCE
attempts to find the optimal temporal alignment between se-
quences of multiple views (e.g., audio and articulatory data) by
first non-linearly projecting the data into a common, latent sub-
space where the views are maximally dependent and then align-
ing the resulting latent variables by means of the dynamic time
warping (DTW) algorithm2 [15]. We examine the performance
of the proposed algorithm on a A2A task involving the conver-
sion of articulatory data captured using permanent magnet artic-
ulography (PMA) [16, 17] to speech for multiple non-impaired

1Code is available at https://github.com/joseangl/transience.
2It should be noted that the direct application of DTW to this prob-

lem is not possible because the views may have different dimensionality.
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subjects.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. First,

in Section 2, the relevant related work is reviewed and the main
differences w.r.t. our technique are discussed. The details of
the proposed technique are presented in Section 3. Section 4
describes the experimental setup, while the results are shown in
Section 5. We conclude in Section 6 and discuss potential future
research directions.

2. Related work
The most closely related work to our method is that of Trige-
orgis et al. [18], in which an algorithm called deep canonical
time warping (DCTW) combining canonical correlation anal-
ysis (CCA) [19] with DTW is proposed. The key differences
of our approach w.r.t. DCTW can be summarised as follows.
First, we evaluate different similarity metrics, not only CCA,
to optimise the parameters of the deep neural networks (DNNs)
used to map the multiple views into their common, latent sub-
space. Also, we introduce an autoenconder-based loss, which
helps to regularise the training and avoids naı̈ve solutions. Fi-
nally, inspired by the work in [20], we also propose the intro-
duction of private latent variables for each view which aim at
modelling the specific peculiarities within each view. Our tech-
nique also shares similarities with the generalyzed canonical
time warping (GCTW) technique described in [21]. However,
in contrast to this technique, TRANSIENCE solves the opti-
mal alignment problem with DTW rather than approximating
the temporal warping with a set of pre-defined monotonic bases
and optimising the weights of these bases with a Gauss-Newton
algorithm. Also, being based on CCA, GCTW computes the la-
tent variables by linearly projecting the data from the different
views, while our method uses powerful autoencoders to non-
linearly transform the data, which we could be expected to yield
better alignments.

Contrary to now popular sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq)
models (e.g., [22, 23]), our method has different advantages.
First, our aim is to align sequences of different lengths in order
to obtain the necessary parallel data to train a machine learn-
ing technique, not to model a full-fledged mapping between se-
quences. In other words, our technique is only used to align the
training data, while in test time the articulatory data is directly
mapped to speech. Also, it is relatively straightforward to mod-
ify our method to process multiple views (more than 2), while
the adaptation of seq2seq models is more involved.

3. Multi-view temporal alignment
The problem we address can be formulated as finding the op-
timal alignment between two time series X = (x1, . . . ,xTx)
and Y = (y1, . . . ,yTy ) with possibly different dimensions. In
our case, X ∈ Rdx×Tx is a sequence of feature vectors ex-
tracted from an articulatory signal and Y ∈ Rdy×Ty is the se-
quence of acoustic speech parameters. We further assume that
both sequences encode the same phonetic content (i.e., same
words in the same order) but have, possibly, different duration.
Mathematically, this involves solving the following minimisa-
tion problem,

argmin
φx,φy

T∑
t=1

d(xφx
t
,yφy

t
), (1)

where T = max(Tx, Ty), d(x,y) is a distance function, φx ∈
{1 : Tx}T and φy ∈ {1 : Ty}T are warping functions that map

the indices of the original time series to a common time axis.
This way, xi and yj will be aligned if φxt = i and φyt = j for a
given t.

To enable the alignment of sequences with different dimen-
sionality, we assume that there exists a pair of transformation
functions f : Rdx → Rdz and g : Rdy → Rdz , modelled as
DNNs in this work, that map the feature vectors into a common,
latent space where the data from both views are maximally de-
pendent (in the next section we will discuss how we measure
this dependence). Thus, the problem in (1) now becomes,

argmin
φx,φy

T∑
t=1

d(f(xφx
t
), g(yφy

t
)). (2)

For some fixed mapping functions zx = f(x) and zy =
g(y), the problem of temporal alignment of latent variable se-
quencesZx = (zx1 , . . . ,z

x
Tx

) andZy = (zy1 , . . . ,z
y
Ty

) can be
solved efficiently by means of the DTW algorithm [15]. Con-
versely, for fixed warping paths φx and φy , the problem in (2)
involves optimising the functions f(·) and g(·) in order to min-
imise

∑T
t=1 d(f(xφx

t
), g(yφy

t
)). If the mapping functions are

modelled as DNNs, as in our case, this latter problem can be
solved by back-propagation. Thus, TRANSIENCE algorithm
solves (2) by alternating between the following two phases:
(i) finding the optimum DNNs weights (Θf ,Θg) by fixing the
warping paths, and (2) applying DTW to compute the optimum
warping paths (i.e., optimum alignments) (φx, φy) by freezing
the DNNs weights. The warping paths are initialised by uni-
formly aligning the sequences, i.e., φxt = 1 +

⌈
t−1
T−1

(Tx − 1)
⌉

and φyt = 1 +
⌈
t−1
T−1

(Ty − 1)
⌉

for t = 1, . . . , T and T =

max(Tx, Ty).

3.1. Latent-space dependence metrics

A key component of our algorithm is the distance function
d(f(x), g(y)) used in (2) to evaluate the dependence between
pairs of aligned latent variables. Here, we evaluate three al-
ternative loss functions that optimise this dependence by max-
imising the correlation, mutual information and (minimise) a
contrastive loss, respectively, between the latent variables.

3.1.1. Canonical correlation analysis

Given a mini-batch of N pairs of aligned observations B =
{(x1,y1), . . . (xN ,yN )}, this loss function attempts to max-
imise the correlation between the outputs of the DNNs, f(x)
and g(y), as follows,

(Θ∗f ,Θ
∗
g) = argmax

Θf ,Θg

N∑
i=1

corr(f(xi; Θf ), g(yi; Θg)). (3)

As detailed in [13], this equals to maximising the following
loss function,

Lcca =
√

tr (T ′T ), (4)

where tr(·) is the trace operator and T = Σ
−1/2
xx ΣxyΣ

−1/2
yy .

The covariance matrices Σxx = cov(f(x),f(x)), Σxy =
cov(f(x), g(y)) and Σyy = cov(g(y), g(y)) are estimated
from the outputs of the DNNs. It should be noted that the
DCTW algorithm described in [18] is a specific case of our
TRANSIENCE algorithm when the CCA loss in (4) is used.



3.1.2. Maximum mutual information

As an alternative, we also consider maximising the mutual in-
formation between the latent variables as follows,

Lmmi =

N∑
i=1

p(f(xi), g(yi)) log
p(f(xi), g(yi))

p(f(xi))p(g(yi))
. (5)

The probability density functions (pdfs) in (5) are estimated
using kernel density estimation (KDE) as follows,

p(zi) =
1

N − 1

N∑
j=1,j 6=i

K(zi − zj), (6)

where an isotropic Gaussian kernel with trainable bandwidth
σz is used in this work, i.e., K(z) = N (z; 0, σzI). Thus,
three pdfs are estimated, the joint distribution p(f(x), g(y))
and the marginals p(f(x)) and p(g(y)), each one with its own
trainable bandwidth.

3.1.3. Contrastive loss

Finally, we also evaluate the contrastive loss function described
in [20, 24] which, given a fixed latent variable from the first
view f(x+), takes an aligned positive example g(y+) and an
unaligned negative example g(y−) from the second view and
attempts to minimise the difference between the distances for
the positive and negative examples:

Lcontrastive =
1

N

N∑
i=1

max(0,m+ d(f(x+
i ), g(y+

i ))

− d(f(x+
i ), g(y−i ))), (7)

where m is a margin hyperparameter (m = 0.5 is used in this
work) and d(zx,zy) = 1 − zx·zy

‖zx‖‖zy‖ is the cosine similarity.

The negative examples g(y−) are generated by shuffling the
outputs of the DNN for the second view before the loss is com-
puted. Intuitively, the distances d(f(x+), g(y+)) in (7) should
be small if both views are projected to similar (closer) repre-
sentations in the common latent space, whereas the distances to
the negative, unpaired examples d(f(x+), g(y−)) should be
bigger because they are projected to different locations of that
space.

3.2. Multi-view autoencoder

In order to regularise the training of the DNNs and to avoid
naı̈ve solutions (e.g., f(x) = g(y) = c, for all x and y, with c
being a constant vector), we introduce an autoencoder-based re-
construction loss that minimises the mean squared error (MSE)
between the DNNs’ inputs (x,y) and the reconstructed outputs
(x̂ = f−1(f(x)), ŷ = g−1(g(y))), being f−1 and g−1 de-
coder networks that attempt to reconstruct x and y from their
latent projections. The parameters of such networks, as well
as those from the encoders f and g, are trained by gradient-
descend techniques using the following loss function,

Lautoencoder =
λ

N

(
N∑
i=1

∥∥∥xi − f−1(f(xi))
∥∥∥2

+

n∑
i=1

∥∥∥yi − g−1(g(yi))
∥∥∥2
)
, (8)

where the hyperparameter λ is set to 1 in this work.

Table 1: Details of the dataset used for the experiments.
# of sentences

Condition Train Eval.
Intra-subject F → F 103 (11.3 min) 20 (1.2 min)

M → M 134 (8.4 min) 20 (1.1 min)
Cross-subject F → F 99 (6.0 min) 18 (0.9 min)

F → M 332 (18.7 min) 20 (1.0 min)
M → F 332 (21.9 min) 20 (1.2 min)
M → M 414 (27.9 min) 20 (1.2 min)

3.3. Private latent variables

A key assumption of TRANSIENCE is that the views share
some common information. Although this is indeed the case for
audio and articulatory data, where both views encode the same
phonetic information, it is also true that each view may have its
own unique characteristics, thus making the reconstruction loss
in (8) difficult to optimise when only considering the shared la-
tent variables. For instance, the PMA technique used in this
work for articulator motion capture is known to model poorly
the information about the speech prosody [25,26], whereas this
information can be easily decoded from the acoustic signal.
Thus, it may be beneficial to model the unique characteristics of
each view as well as the common characteristics shared among
all the views. Inspired by the work in [20], we propose the in-
troduction of private latent variables for each view z̃x and z̃y

that aim at modelling the uniqueness of each view. The private
variables are predicted from the inputs by a set of independent
DNNs z̃x = f̃(x) and z̃y = g̃(y). These private latent vari-
ables are used in (8), in addition to the common variables, for
reconstructing the input data, i.e., x̂ = f−1(f(x), f̃(x)) and
ŷ = g−1(g(y), g̃(y)).

When optimising the weights of DNNs f̃ and g̃, a standard
Gaussian distribution z̃ ∼ N (0, I) is chosen as the prior distri-
bution for the private variables of each view. To enforce this dis-
tribution, we minimise the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence
between the priors and the empirical distribution (modelled as
a multivariate Gaussian distribution with diagonal covariance)
estimated from the private variables as follows,

LKL =
1

2

dz̃∑
i=1

(
σ2
i + µ2

i − 1− log σ2
i

)
, (9)

where the mean and variances in (9) are estimated for each pri-
vate variable in each mini-batch.

4. Experimental setup
4.1. Dataset

The proposed alignment algorithm was evaluated on a A2A task
involving the synthesis of speech from articulatory data cap-
tured using PMA [9, 17]. Parallel data was recorded by four
non-impaired British subjects (2 males and 2 females) while
reading aloud a subset of the CMU Arctic corpus [27]. Two
alignment conditions were evaluated: (i) intra-subject align-
ment, where PMA and speech signals recorded by the same
subject in different sessions are aligned, and (ii) cross-subject
alignment, where PMA signals recorded by a given subject are
aligned with speech recorded by a different subject (with possi-
bly different gender as well). We also attempted to align PMA
signals recorded from a female laryngectomy patient with a set
of speech recordings made by her before losing the voice. The
details of the dataset used for our experiments is summarised in
Table 1.



Table 2: Summary of the objective results.
MGCC BAP F0 Voicing

Method MCD (dB) RMSE (dB) RMSE (Hz) err. rate(%)
Oracle 7.81 0.43 14.75 23.79
CTW 8.55 0.59 15.98 23.08
+autoenc. 9.20 0.88 16.70 25.30
+priv. vars. 8.83 0.58 15.74 21.47
CCA 9.37 0.85 16.40 27.95
+autoenc. 10.02 1.46 15.95 34.08
+priv. vars. 10.48 1.24 15.79 31.88
MMI 9.74 0.69 16.43 22.25
+autoenc. 9.97 1.09 16.92 23.72
+priv. vars. 9.86 1.70 16.41 21.75
Contrastive 7.65 0.12 15.28 24.10
+autoenc. 7.76 0.20 14.98 24.06
+priv. vars. 7.82 0.30 14.58 23.68

4.2. Implementation details

Each DNN in TRANSIENCE was modelled as a 3-layer feed-
forward neural network with 200 × 100 × 100 hidden units
and leaky rectified linear unit (LReLU) activations (a = 0.03)
following [18]. The neural networks were trained as denoising
autoencoders (σnoise = 0.5) using the Adam algorithm [28]
with a fixed learning rate of 1e−4 and a batch size ofN = 512
samples. The dimensionality of the shared latent variables was
set to dz = 20 and fixed dz̃ = 10 for the private variables. The
PMA signals were parameterised by applying principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) over contextual windows with 11 frames.
The acoustic signals, on the other hand, were parameterised us-
ing the WORLD vocoder [29] with a frame rate of 5 ms as 25
mel-generalised cepstral coefficients (MGCCs), 1 band aperi-
odicity (BAP) value, 1 continuous F0 value in logarithmic scale
and 1 U/V decision. For temporal alignment, only the MGCCs
were used (augmented with delta and acceleration parameters).
Finally, the cosine distance was used for DTW.

4.3. PMA-to-speech system

The aligned signals were used to train speaker-dependent A2A
systems. We used the same setting as in our previous work [26]:
DNNs with 4 hidden layers with 400 units in each layer and rec-
tified linear unit (ReLU) activations were used. The maximum-
likelihood parameter generation (MLPG) algorithm [30,31] was
applied over the DNN outputs to enhance the acoustic quality of
the re-synthesised waveforms.

5. Results
5.1. Objective evaluation

First, we evaluated the quality of the re-synthesised speech sig-
nals obtained from the test PMA signals by comparing them
with the original speech recordings made by the non-impaired
subjects. For this task, we used several objective metrics widely
used in speech synthesis: mel-cepstral distortion (MCD), root
mean squared error (RMSE) of the predicted BAP and F0 val-
ues and the error rate for the voicing parameter. For TRAN-
SIENCE, three variants were evaluated depending on the latent-
space similarity loss function employed: CCA, maximum mu-
tual information (MMI), and Contrastive losses described in
Section 3.1. Furthermore, for each of the three variants, we also
evaluated the effect of the autoencoder-based loss described in
Section 3.2 and the introduction of the private variables de-
scribed in Section 3.3. For comparison purposes, we also eval-
uated the canonical time warping (CTW) technique described
in [32], which is a particular case of TRANSIENCE combin-
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Figure 1: Results of the ABX test on speech quality.

ing standard (linear) CCA with DTW, thus not being able to
model non-linear latent mappings. We also provide the results
obtained by an oracle system, in which the PMA and acous-
tic signals in the training dataset are aligned by using the ideal
warping paths computed by applying DTW over the speech sig-
nals recorded by the same subjects.

Table 2 shows the objective results for the different systems.
TRANSIENCE using the contrastive loss yields the best align-
ments and, hence, the best objective results, outperforming the
other similarity metrics and, even, the oracle system. In partic-
ular, relative gains of 18.36% and 21.46% are achieved in the
MCD metric w.r.t. using the CCA and MMI losses. Unfortu-
nately, it seems that the introduction of the autoencoder-based
loss and the private latent variables do not improve the results,
which may be due to the dimensionality of the private variables
not being enough to capture the peculiarities of each view. It
is also surprising that the simple (linear) CTW technique out-
performs its non-linear version TRANSIENCE+CCA. In future
work, we should look at this issue.

5.2. Subjective evaluation

We also conducted an ABX test to subjectively evaluate the
quality of the resynthesised speech signals. 27 listeners partici-
pated in the test, who have to judge which of two versions of the
same signal produced by any combination of two of the 5 sys-
tems in Table 2 was more similar to a reference (one of the sig-
nals recorded by the subjects). Each listeners evaluated 10 sam-
ple pairs for each of the 10 possible system combinations (i.e.,
100 pairs evaluated in total). For this task, only the ”basic´´
systems in Table 2 were evaluated (i.e., without autoencoder-
loss and private variables), because this setting produced the
best objective results. Fig. 1 shows the results of the listening
test. The most preferred system by a large margin was Con-
trastive, being on par with the Oracle system. Interestingly, the
CTW system obtained higher preference scores than its non-
linear version (TRANSIENCE+CCA) and that the MMI sys-
tem. It may be due that the optimisation process get stuck in
poor local-minima for the latter systems. However, more re-
search is needed to shed some light into this problem.

6. Conclusions
We have proposed a new method for the alignment of times se-
ries with different dimensionality. Our evaluation on a A2A
task involving the synthesis of audible speech from articulatory
signals has shown that it is feasible to deploy direct synthesis
techniques in non-parallel scenarios. Future work include eval-
uating our technique using more data from clinical population
and introducing more constraints for the alignment (e.g., pho-
netic constraints).
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